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About This Game

Past-paced action survival indie game with strategic choices!

Most games trick you! They make you believe you're improving at the game, when really you're unlocking things that make
your in-game character more powerful. Stabby Machine does not lie like this. When you do better than you were before, it's

because you really are doing better!

Because of this, Stabby Machine is a very difficult game.

Survive for as long as possible by collecting batteries, which are dropped by enemies!

Watch out! Your battery power drains faster and faster the longer you've been playing.
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You must choose wisely how many enemies to spawn. Too few and you'll run out of batteries, but too many and you'll be
overrun!

Controls:

Stabby follows the mouse (alternatively you can use W A S D).
You MUST GO CLOSE TO enemies to make them charge, then react quickly to dodge them!

If you succeed, the enemy becomes vulnerable and you can run up to it to stab it.

If you want a difficult open-ended challenge to overcome, then this game is certainly for you!

If you want to casually enjoy a new experience, this game can give you that too.

Enjoy!

No micro-transactions or in-game purchases.
None of that silly come-back-in-two-hours-or-pay-me-money stuff!
This game is designed to simply be fun, and feel rewarding to play.

Strategy

You choose how many enemies to spawn, and you choose when they charge at you. Different enemies spawn at different times.
This means you have to continuously make a tactical decision: How many of this type of enemy can I handle?

Feel free to write a review, it would help a lil' indie developer out a great deal!
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*Update - No signs of updates in the last 9 months... Decent game for 2016... But outdated now...

I purchased for the beauty, but it lacks finesse. I would understand if it was early access, but it isn't. Debating if I should request
a refund... 20 minutes in and I don't really want to play any further. I'll probably hang on to it hoping it will improve, since it
was on sale.
Recommendations:
Haptic Feedback on interactions\\collision with walls, enemies and items...
Proper orientation from controllers to hands, weapons, shields, other items... (My in-game hands are not in the orientation of my
hands on the controller, The sword is twisted weird and it feels like I'm gripping the shield's arm strap instead of the handle.
In game menu system needs improvement, maybe quick item options. I have to press 6 buttons or more to re-equip sword and
shield.
Improve Story line, I'm not quire sure what was going on, not enough substance for me to care...
Fighting was bland, I felt like i was fighting a gumba with a 2x4. (VR combat is tough to dev, I hope to see improvements!)
I had high hopes, but at this point I can't recommend it.. EDIT: I've written a more detailed review.

PREDESTINATION is a very unique, and original take on the series. The first distinctive feature is the planetside focus of the
game. Every planet has its very unique map, in squares. Squares may hold special resources in them, have different adaptability
for colonization, wind power, etc.

Given all the factors and complexity of a single planet, you need to make most of it to create effective and useful planets for
your empire.

And now, you have MANY systems, each with own unique planets. Varied types as well. Carve out your galactic empire out of
this, keeping the production, research, income and happiness.

Now we have fleets. You are given a free ship designer, and within "schematics" (meaning simply max size of the ship) you may
add the looks, and components at will. Each faction has its unique look. (NOT YET IN THE GAME).

Now, story wise, this game is very unique. The plot tell about an ancient empire brought alive by plundering humans. Humans
use the time machine and fail - sending united fleet of all races back in time. You CAN rediscover this ancient empire planet,
and reawaken the threat again. You sometimes get "temporal rifts" opening up in space, from the future (no, you can't go into
the future) but many things may get out of the rifts. Good or Bad.

Combat wise, its Turn Based as well, each ship taking its turn in special order (determined by the ship speed), also based on hex.
Planetary invasion is also kinda developed, where you can first bomb special military centers on the planet to reduce defense of
the garrison (shields, weapon emplacements, hangars, etc).

This game is surely still in its early states of development. DEV are active in the community hub and discussions. Patches are
not very often, but are big ones nonetheless.

This is a very unique Space Strategy game, and is definitely worth supporting.. DONT GET IT ALL RACES ARE BAD. At
first, it sounds like a great mix. The only thing is, the execution, or simply the idea doesn't hold well.

I'm a huge fan of rhythm games, and I really like SHMUPs. This game only take the basic of each one without incorporating
them seamlessly. It could have been done in a better way, too.

It just doesn't hold well together.. I didn't like it, I did a little bit but not too much

https:\/\/deviewz.blogspot.com\/2018\/12\/dont-chat-with-strangers-quick-review.html. Cube & Star is potentially a 70's rock
ballad. You start in a world mostly devoid of color and go around spreading it. Along the way, you meet creatures, most of
whom you don't understand, and proceed to make the world a beautiful place. It plays at a somewhat slow pace, but has a lot to
love. I recommend you try this game, and see how much you can discover.. I definately recommend this game for anyone
looking for a good rpg game. Theres so much to explore and do, the story in my opinion is pretty good, and there are a lot of
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secrets to find(like a hidden bonus dungeon inside a dungeon that is pretty interesting but i wont say more then that). You also
don't need to have played the first 2 to get whats going on, it gives a pretty brief summary of the first 2 games in the intro,
though i do recommend playing the first 2 still.

If i were to give any complaints to this it would probably be the fighting can at times get repetitve especially when in late game
your pretty strong but you can still get bugged by slimes or other weak monsters you can wipe out in a single turn. The graphics
also are not great but I honestly dont mind that too much, since the story is what im most interested in when it comes to Rpgs..
Alltough the game wasn't that fun at first, they did improved it a lot so now its a good time to write review.

If you are not familiar with hardcore games this is going to be a nightmare for you. Often times you don't know where you are
getting shot from, and a single bullet can end your life and it doesnt need to be a LMG or a Sniper. If you are familiar with
Arma 3 or even Battlefield, you can get into this game quick, but if you are a casual player or like to play fast games, this is not
for you.

Pros:
-Good graphics, unreal engine at its finest
-Gun mechanics are on point
-Gun sounds are amazing
-Class system is balanced and desinged well
-No bugs( at least from my experience )
-Map desings are overall good
-Vehicle mechanics are also done well
-Fairly priced cosmetic DLC's

Cons:
-The game might crash on loading screens
-Some of the maps are somewhat unbalanced
-People can get kicked by someone bluffing
-Some of the players are doing a horrible job at their role, and sometimes people dont bother to kick the person
-Rarely servers can lag , and can lag hard
-Rarely sound can get glitched when things exploding

Overall 7\/10, its a great game for a patient and competitive player
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My 9years old dauther love it!. Great arcade racing game with beautiful graphics. It's great!. A lovely game that really draws you
in, the music and ui aswel as the sound effects really work together to draw someone into playing the game more.

The puzzles start off easy and get progressively harder and if you cannot be challenged by the puzzles, try out the editor! :D.
This is a really cool DLC you get 2 new nightmares(i think thats what its called).And they are amazing i dont know if those
superpowers are useful though because sometimes you dont need them and they are just kinda distracting.What i really dont
like(and i dont know if its a bug or not)is that in the school level you cant turn the music in the backround off and its really
annoying because its so loud and i cant hear the freaking girl.BUT overall its really cool and im really happy i got this.<3. This is
one of the best CYOA stories I have ever read. That being said, I have some mixed feelings about it. It is one of the CYOAs that
seem to change more of the flavor of the writing and a few details, with regard to your choices. While trying to not spoil
anything about the story, I'll try to give some indications of how this story goes about things.

The story seems to have little side stories, or certain pages that only happen like that with the influence of some choice you have
made. While this may be a common feature of CYOA stories, it is the main consequence of choosing your own adventure with
this one. One way of trying to go through it is by constructing a base character in your mind and trying to immerse yourself intot
he story by how they would react to a given situation. This CYOA can seem somewhat limited in this respect, with how certain
choices you make can influence (or be influenced) by things that don't always seem to be fit to the mentality that you have with
your character. Thankfully there was only one situation that I encountered where you could really "fail".

The writing mainly differs in the changing of the flavor of how your character thinks, speaks, and acts. This can be the
difference of some sentences, paragraphs, or pages. Certain scenes will only develop if certain choices are made, though a lot of
the story is predetermined. These may be limitations that may seem odd in a CYOA "game." But if you are looking for a well
written story to become immersed in, with your mind visualizing every scene where you come to love, hate, or experience any
other shade of feeling for the characters, this is a great read. The writing is some of the best I've ever seen. And if you want to
merely have a story that is worth some good laughs (without the more serious parts taken in too much), then it is still worth a
read. The writer manages to paint scenes with relatively few words (the only other author I've read that does it to such an extent
is H.P. Lovecraft (genres not withstanding)). This seems to be done with excellent word choice, and giving certain details about
scenes that help convey the overall mood that is set.

Of course, the story is not without its faults. Though I think that many of them would have been resolved if the story had simply
been longer, perhaps with a sequal (I am reading the triology that the author is working on, and so far, Fatehaven really seems to
be far more worthy of additional writing). There are quite a questions that the author never really fully answers. While some are
addressed at least partially enough (and with a few particular hints) to where some good guesses or assumptions can be made,
others are left with blanks to only be filled in with some relatively reckless speculation. This is particularly apparent with some
of the characters in the story. While not all of them may be main characters, some still have enough development to make you
have attachements to them. This leads you to wanting to know more about them, but the story doesn't really allow for that.
The biggest disappointment regarding this whole thing. . . is the ending. While I want to avoid any spoilers, or too much of
telling people of how they should feel to any particular part of the story, the ending was my least favorite part. I was downright
disappointed, crestfallen even. This is a wonderful journey that is let down by where you end up getting. I really feel like it
would have been a great deal better if the story had been expanded on, such as some additional chapters or a whole sequal.

With some last words, I do plan on going through the story at least one more time. I might change this review to some extent at
least, though what I experienced with the initial reading will still hold true to my opinion of it (even if it gets a few tweaks to it).
This story is a journey, and one worth taking. The destination, however, is lackluster and makes you want to get back on the
road, this road or another. And I authentically wish that I could have experienced more of this world, and gotten to better know
the people in it.. Good game easy to complete if your a novice in lego games but it's better if you buy it in a sale as it's so easy
not worth £15...but still buy it. I'm not s big fun of puzzle games, but this one really got me (watched on youtube first). Got the
first endin with the ruins and really want to learn more. Dev please make the second part with voice dialogs and more "story
papers", its hard to get into the lore now (but its good!) because of small texts all the way

good game though, btw played Prelude story while getting through and liked it a lot too! Try it if you are goin to play Escape!
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